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LAKSHMIBAI-SESHADRI PATHS AND NON-SYMMETRIC
CAUCHY IDENTITY
SEUNG-IL CHOI: AND JAE-HOON KWON::
Abstract. We give a simple crystal theoretic interpretation of the Lascoux’s
expansion of a non-symmetric Cauchy kernel
ś
i`jďn`1p1 ´ xiyjq
´1, which is
given in terms of Demazure characters and atoms. We give a bijective proof
of the non-symmetric Cauchy identity using the crystal of Lakshmibai-Seshadri
paths, and extend it to the case of continuous crystals.
1. Introduction
Let SpCnbCnq be the symmetric algebra over the complex numbers generated by
Cn bCn. It is well-known that SpCn bCnq admits a natural action of GLn ˆGLn,
and the following multiplicity-free decomposition:
(1.1) SpCn b Cnq –
à
λ
V pλq b V pλq,
where the sum is over the partitions λ with length no more than n, and V pλq denotes
the irreducible polynomial GLn-module corresponding to λ. This decomposition im-
plies the Cauchy identity, where the Cauchy kernel
ś
1ďi,jďnp1´xiyjq
´1 is given as a
sum of products of two Schur polynomials in x “ tx1, . . . , xn u and y “ t y1, . . . , yn u
corresponding to λ. Similarly, the exterior algebra generated by Cn bCn yields the
dual Cauchy identity, which expands the inverse of the Cauchy kernel after replacing
y with ´y.
There is a non-symmetric analogue of the Cauchy identity introduced in [5, 15],
which expands
ś
i`jďn`1p1´ xiyjq
´1 as follows:
1ś
i`jďn`1p1´ xiyjq
“
ÿ
λPPn
ÿ
wPW {Wλ
Kwλpxq pKww0λpyq,(1.2)
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where Kwλpxq and pKww0λpyq are the Demazure characters and Demzure atoms in x
and y, respectively (see Section 3 for more details). Like the usual Cauchy identity,
one may regard (1.2) as a dual of the expansion of the product
ś
i`jďn`1pxi ` yjq
given as a sum of products of two Schubert polynomials in x and y.
In this paper, we give a simple crystal theoretic interpretation and bijective proof
of the non-symmetric Cauchy identity (1.2).
Let us recall that the crystal associated to the symmetric algebra SpCnbCnq or the
quantized coordinate ring of nˆn matrices can be realized as the set M of nˆn non-
negative integral matrices, which is a pgln, glnq-bicrystal [3, 15, 18]. The main idea
is to regard M as a gln-crystal via the tensor product rule, which corresponds to the
diagonal action of GLn on SpC
nbCnq in (1.1). We consider the gln-subcrystal of M
generated by the matrices corresponding to the pGLn, GLnq-highest weight vectors,
which is given by the set Mlow of lower triangular matrices in M. We show that
there exists a bijection from Mlow to the set of pairs of Lakshmibai-Seshadri paths
lying in the two-fold tensor power of a highest weight crystal and satisfying certain
ordering conditions (Theorem 3.3). Then the bijection recovers the identity (1.2) if
we take the “refined characters” of both sides of the bijection by distinguishing the
weights from each tensor factor in terms of x and y (Corollary 3.8). In this sense, it
is interesting to note that (1.2) is a refinement of the classical Littlewood identity
(3.9).
We also see from our proof that the right-hand side of (1.2) appears naturally
in a more general setting. Indeed, if we consider the quantum group Uqpgq and its
quantum coordinate ring Aqpgq associated to a semisimple Lie algebra g [8], then
the refined character (in the above sense) of the Uqpgq-module generated by the
pUqpgq b Uqpgqq-highest weight vectors via comultiplication is given by a sum of
the products of opposite Demazure characters and Demazure atoms for g (Remark
3.9). Finally, as an application of our bijective proof we give an analogue of the
non-symmetric Cauchy decomposition for continuous crystals [2, 12] (Theorem 4.6).
We remark that the bijective proof of (1.2) in this paper is different from those
in [1, 15], though the theory of crystals (of tableaux) is still used there. We hope
that it would be helpful for a more direct representation theoretic interpretation of
the non-symmetric Cauchy identity, the question on which was raised by Lascoux
[15] when he introduced it.
2. Demazure crystals and path model
2.1. Crystals. Let us give a brief review on crystals (cf. [6, 10]). We denote by Z`
and R` the sets of non-negative integers and non-negative real numbers, respectively.
Let g be the Kac-Moody algebra associated to a symmetrizable generalized Cartan
3matrix A “ paijqi,jPI for some finite index set I. Let P
_ be the dual weight lattice,
P “ HomZpP
_,Zq the weight lattice, Π_ “ thi | i P I u the set of simple coroots, and
Π “ tαi | i P I u the set of simple roots of g such that xαj , hiy “ aij for i, j P I. Let
P` “ tλ P h
˚ | xλ, hiy P Z` u the set of dominant integral weights. Let h “ CbZ P
_
be the Cartan subalgebra of g, and let W Ă GLph˚q the Weyl group of g generated
by si for i P I, where sipλq “ λ´ λphiqαi for λ P h
˚.
A crystal is a set B together with the maps wt : B Ñ P , εi, ϕi : B Ñ Z Y t´8u
and rei, rfi : B Ñ B Y t0u for i P I satisfying the following: for b P B and i P I,
(1) ϕipbq “ xwtpbq, hiy ` εipbq,
(2) εipreibq “ εipbq ´ 1, ϕipreibq “ ϕipbq ` 1, wtpreibq “ wtpbq ` αi if reib P B,
(3) εip rfibq “ εipbq ` 1, ϕip rfibq “ ϕipbq ´ 1, wtp rfibq “ wtpbq ´ αi if rfib P B,
(4) rfib “ b1 if and only if b “ reib1 for b1 P B,
(5) reib “ rfib “ 0 when ϕipbq “ ´8,
where 0 is a formal symbol and ´8 is the smallest element in ZY t´8u such that
´8 ` n “ ´8 for all n P Z. For µ P h˚, let Bµ “ t b P B |wtpbq “ µ u. We
have B “
Ů
µBµ. When Bµ is finite for all µ, we define the character of B by
chB “
ř
µPh˚ |Bµ|e
µ, where eµ is a basis element of the group algebra Qrh˚s.
Let B1 and B2 be crystals. A tensor product B1bB2 is a crystal, which is defined
to be B1 ˆB2 as a set with elements denoted by b1 b b2, where
wtpb1 b b2q “ wtpb1q ` wtpb2q,
εipb1 b b2q “ maxtεipb1q, εipb2q ´ xwtpb1q, hiyu,
ϕipb1 b b2q “ maxtϕipb1q ` xwtpb2q, hiy, ϕipb2qu,
reipb1 b b2q “
$&
%reib1 b b2, if ϕipb1q ě εipb2q,b1 b reib2, if ϕipb1q ă εipb2q,
rfipb1 b b2q “
$&
%
rfib1 b b2, if ϕipb1q ą εipb2q,
b1 b rfib2, if ϕipb1q ď εipb2q,
for i P I. Here we assume that 0 b b2 “ b1 b 0 “ 0. Given bi P Bi (i “ 1, 2), we
write b1 ” b2 if there is an isomorphism of crystals Cpb1q Ñ Cpb2q mapping b1 to
b2, where Cpbiq denotes the connected component of bi in Bi.
For an indeterminate q, let Uqpgq be the quantized enveloping algebra of g over
Qpqq. For λ P P`, let Bpλq be the crystal associated to an irreducible highest weight
Uqpgq-module with highest weight λ. For w P W , the Demazure crystal Bwpλq is
the crystal associated to a Uqpbq-module generated by an extremal weight vector
vwλ of weight wλ, where Uqpbq is the subalgebra of Uqpgq corresponding to the Borel
subalgebra b of g [9]. The Demazure crystals Bwpλq for w PW are characterized as
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follows:
Bepλq “ t vλ u, Bsiwpλq “
ď
mě0
rfmi Bwpλq, for i P I with ℓpsiwq ą ℓpwq,(2.1)
where e is the identity in W , vλ is the highest weight element in Bpλq, and ℓpwq is
the length of w PW . If w “ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ siℓ PW is a reduced expression, then we have
(2.2) Bwpλq “
! rfm1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rfmℓiℓ vλ
ˇˇˇ
m1, . . . ,mℓ P Z`
)
.
We also have Bwpλq Ă Bw1pλq if and only if w ď w
1 for w,w1 P W , where ă is a
Bruhat order on W . Put
pBwpλq “ Bwpλq z ď
w1ăw
w1λ‰wλ
Bw1pλq.
Then we have the following decomposition
(2.3) Bpλq “
ğ
wPW {Wλ
pBwpλq,
where Wλ “ tw PW |wλ “ λ u.
Suppose that g is of finite type, and hence Bpλq is a finite crystal for λ P P`.
Let w0 be the longest element in W . Similarly, for w P W , the opposite Demazure
crystal Bwpλq is the crystal associated to a Uqpb
´q-module generated by an extremal
weight vector vwλ of weight wλ, where b
´ is the negative Borel subalgebra of g. As
in (2.1), it can be characterized by
Bw0pλq “ t vw0λ u, B
siwpλq “
ď
mě0
remi Bwpλq, for i P I with ℓpsiwq ă ℓpwq.(2.4)
For λ P Pn and w PW , let
pBwpλq “ Bwpλq z ď
w1ąw
w1λ‰wλ
Bw
1
pλq.
Then we also have the following decomposition
(2.5) Bpλq “
ğ
wPW {Wλ
pBwpλq.
2.2. Path model. Let us briefly recall the Littelmann path model [16]. Let λ P P`
be given. For µ, ν P Wλ, we define ν ě µ if there exists a sequence of weights ν0 “
ν, . . . , νs “ µ and a sequence of positive real roots β1, . . . , βs such that xνk´1, hβky ă
0 and νk “ sβkpνk´1q, where hβk and sβk are the coroot and reflection corresponding
to βk for 1 ď k ď s. We define distpν, µq to be the maximal length s of such
sequences. For a P Q and µ, ν P Wλ with ν ě µ, an a-chain for pν, µq is a sequence
ν “ λ0 ą λ1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą λs “ µ of weights in Wλ such that distpλk´1, λkq “ 1,
5axλk´1, hβky P Z, and λk “ sβkpλk´1q for some positive real root βk, for each 1 ď
k ď s.
Then a Lakshmibai-Seshadri (LS) path of class λ is a pair π “ pν; aq of sequences
ν : ν0 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą νs of weights in Wλ and 0 “ a0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă as “ 1 of rational numbers
such that there exists an ak-chain for pνk´1, νkq for each 1 ď k ď s. Let h
˚
R “ RbZP .
We may regard π as a piecewise linear function π : r0, 1s ÝÑ h˚R such that
(2.6) πptq “
i´1ÿ
k“1
pak ´ ak´1qνk ` pt´ ai´1qνi,
for ai´1 ď t ď ai. We denote by Bpλq the set of all LS paths of class λ. Let πλ be
given by πλptq “ tλ for t P r0, 1s. It is clear that πλ P Bpλq.
Let π P Bpλq be given. For i P I, let h “ mint xπptq, hiy | t P r0, 1s u. We have
h P ´Z`. If h “ 0, we define reiπ “ 0, where 0 is a formal symbol. If h ď ´1, let
t1 be the smallest one such that xπpt1q, hiy “ h, and t0 P r0, t1s the largest one such
that xπpt0q, hiy “ h` 1. Then we define reiπ : r0, 1s ÝÑ h˚R such that
preiπqptq “
$’’&
’’%
πptq, for 0 ď t ď t0,
πptq ´ xπptq ´ πpt0q, hiyαi, for t0 ď t ď t1,
πptq ` αi, for t1 ď t ď 1.
We define rfiπ in a similar way. If πp1q ´ h ă 1, we define rfiπ “ 0. If πp1q ´ h ě 1,
let t1 be the smallest one such that xπpt1q, hiy “ h ` 1, and t0 P r0, t1s the largest
one such that xπpt0q, hiy “ h. Then we define rfiπ : r0, 1s ÝÑ h˚R such that
p rfiπqptq “
$’’&
’’%
πptq, for 0 ď t ď t0,
πptq ´ xπptq ´ πpt0q, hiyαi, for t0 ď t ď t1,
πptq ´ αi, for t1 ď t ď 1.
We put wtpπq “ πp1q, εipπq “ maxtm P Z` | remi π ‰ 0 u, and ϕipπq “ maxtm P
Z` | rfmi π ‰ 0 u for π P Bpλq and i P I.
Theorem 2.1 ([16]). For λ P P`, Bpλq is a crystal with respect to wt, εi, ϕi, andrei, rfi for i P I defined above. Moreover,
Bpλq “
! rfm1i1 . . . rfmkik πλ | k ě 0, i1, . . . , ik P I , m1, . . . ,mk P Z` ) ,
where πλ is given by πλptq “ tλ for t P r0, 1s.
Theorem 2.2 ([7, 11]). For λ P P`, there is a unique isomorphism ψλ of crystals
from Bpλq to Bpλq such that ψλpvλq “ πλ.
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For π “ pν0, . . . , νs; a0, . . . , asq P Bpλq, let ιpπq “ ν0 and τpπq “ νs. If we put
Bwpλq “ t π P Bpλq | ιpπq ď wλ u , pBwpλq “ t π P Bpλq | ιpπq “ wλ u ,(2.7)
for w PW , then we have by induction on ℓpwq for w P W that ψλpBwpλqq Ă Bwpλq
and hence by comparing the number of elements of each weight that
(2.8) Bwpλq “ ψλpBwpλqq, pBwpλq “ ψλp pBwpλqq.
Similarly, if g is of finite type and put
Bwpλq “ tπ P Bpλq | τpπq ě wλ u, pBwpλq “ tπ P Bpλq | τpπq “ wλ u.(2.9)
for w P W , then we have
(2.10) Bwpλq “ ψλpB
wpλqq, pBwpλq “ ψλp pBwpλqq.
3. Non-symmetric Cauchy identity
Fix a positive integer n ě 2. In this section, we assume that g “ gln which is
spanned by the elementary matrices eij for 1 ď i, j ď n. We have P
_ “
Àn
i“1 Zeii,
P “ HomZpP
_,Zq “
Àn
i“1 Zǫi, Π
_ “ thi :“ eii ´ ei`1 i`1 | i P I u, and Π “ tαi :“
ǫi ´ ǫi`1 | i P I u, where xǫi, ejjy “ δij for 1 ď i, j ď n and I “ t1, . . . , n´ 1u.
3.1. Bicrystals and diagonal actions. Let Pn be the set of partitions λ “
pλ1, . . . , λnq of length ď n. We identify λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq P Pn with λ1ǫ1`¨ ¨ ¨`λnǫn P
P`. Let rns “ t 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n u and let W be the set of finite words with letters in
rns. We regard rns as a crystal Bpǫ1q, where wtpkq “ ǫk for k P rns. Identifying
a “ a1 . . . ar P W with a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ar, we regard W as a crystal. The connected
component of a in W is isomorphic to Bpλq for some λ P Pn. So there exists a
unique b P Bpλq such that b ” a, which we denote by ba.
Let
M “
 
M “ pmijqi,jPrns | mij P Z`
(
,
and let I be the set of biwords pa,bq P W ˆ W such that (1) a “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ar and
b “ b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ br for some r ě 0, (2) pa1, b1q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď par, brq, where pa, bq ă pc, dq if and
only if pb ă dq or (b “ d and a ą c), for a, b, c, d P rns. Then we have a bijection from I
to M, where pa,bq is mapped to Mpa,bq “ pmijq with mij “ |t k | pak, bkq “ pi, jq u|.
For i P I and M PM with M “Mpa,bq, we define
(3.1) rxiM “
$&
%Mprxia,bq, if rxia ‰ 0,0, if rxia “ 0, px “ e, fq
7and put wtpMq “ wtpaq, εipMq “ εipaq, ϕipMq “ ϕipaq. Then M is a crystal with
respect to wt, εi, ϕi, rei, rfi, for i P I. On the other hand, if we define
(3.2) rx7iM “ `rxiM t˘t px “ e, fq,
for i P I and M P M, and wt7pMq “ wtpM tq, ε7ipMq “ εipM
tq, ϕ7ipMq “ ϕipM
tq
(M t denotes the transpose of M), then M is also a crystal with respect to wt7, ε7i ,
ϕ
7
i , re7i , rf 7i for i P I. The following is due to [15] (our presentation here is based on
[14]).
Proposition 3.1. Under the above hypothesis,
(1) M is a pgln, glnq-bicrystal with respect to (3.1) and (3.2), that is, rxi and ry7j
commute with each other on M for x, y P te, fu and i, j P I,
(2) if Cλ is the connected component of Mλ :“ diagpλ1, . . . , λnq in M for λ P Pn
as a pgln, glnq-bicrystal, then
M “
ğ
λPPn
Cλ.
Since Cλ – Bpλq ˆBpλq where rxi and ry7j act on the first and second component
in Bpλq ˆ Bpλq for x, y P te, fu and i, j P I, respectively, we have an isomorphism
of pgln, glnq-bicrystals
κ : M //
ğ
λPPn
Bpλq ˆBpλq
M
✤
// pba, bcq
(3.3)
for M P M with M “ Mpa,bq and M t “ Mpc,dq. Recall that if we identify Bpλq
with the set of semistandard Young tableaux of shape λ with entries in rns, then κ
is the usual RSK correspondence (cf. [4]).
Let N “
Ů
λPPn
Bpλq ˆ Bpλq. We define another crystal structure on N by
regarding Bpλq ˆ Bpλq as Bpλq b Bpλq as a gln-crystal, and denote the associated
Kashiwara operators on N by rei and rfi for i P I. We also define the operators rei
and rfi on M for i P I, which are induced from κ´1, and hence a crystal structure
on M. By Proposition 3.1, κ is an isomorphism of crystals with respect to rei and rfi
for i P I. In fact, if M PM is given with M “Mpa,bq and M t “Mpc,dq, then
(3.4) M ” ab c
with respect to this crystal structure. To avoid confusion with the bicrystal struc-
tures on M and N, let us denote by M and N the sets M and N, which are crystals
with respect to rei and rfi for i P I.
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3.2. Non-symmetric Cauchy identity. Let
M
low “ tM “ pmijq PM |mij “ 0 pi ă jq u
be the set of lower triangular matrices in M. For λ P Pn, let Cλ be the connected
component of Mλ in M. We have Mλ ” vλ b vλ by (3.4), and hence Cλ – Bp2λq.
Lemma 3.2. Under the above hypothesis,
(1) Mlow Y t0u is invariant under rei and rfi for i P I, where we assume thatrei0 “ rfi0 “ 0,
(2) Mlow is a subcrystal of M, which decomposes as follows:
M
low “
ğ
λPPn
Cλ.
Proof. (1) Suppose that there exists M “ pmijq P M
low such that reiM ‰ 0 is not
lower triangular for some i P I. So, if mii “ x, mi`1i “ y, and mi`1 i`1 “ z, then
we have
(3.5)
. . .
x 0
y z
. . .
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚
. . .
x 1
y z ´ 1
. . .
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚
rei
Equivalently, if M “Mpa,bq and M t “Mpc,dq with
a “ ¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1loooooomoooooon
y
i ¨ ¨ ¨ ilomon
x
i` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1loooooomoooooon
z
,
c “ i ¨ ¨ ¨ ilomon
x
i` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1loooooomoooooon
z
i ¨ ¨ ¨ ilomon
y
¨ ¨ ¨ ,
(here we ignore the letters other than i and i ` 1 in a and c) then M ” ab c andreiM ” preiaqbc, which implies that x ě z by tensor product rule of crystals (cf. [13,
Section 2]). On the other hand, reia ‰ 0 and (3.5) implies that x ă z, which is a
contradiction. Hence Mlow Y t0u is invariant under rei for i P I. The proof for rfi is
similar.
(2) For λ P Pn, Mλ P M
low, and hence Cλ Ă M
low by (1). Conversely, let
M “ pmijq P M
low be given. Since Mlow Y t0u is invariant under rei for i P I, we
may assume that reiM “ 0 for all i P I. Suppose that M is not diagonal. Then
there exists a pair pi0, j0q such that i0 ą j0 and mi0j0 ą 0. We may assume that
i0´j0 “ k ą 0 is maximal and furthermore i0 ą 1 is the smallest one such i0´j0 “ k.
By the choice of pi0, j0q, we have either j0 “ 1 or
mi0j “ mi0´1 j “ 0 p1 ď j ď j0 ´ 1q.
9¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
mi0j0
This implies that rei0´1M ‰ 0, which is a contradiction. HenceM “ diagpλ1, . . . , λnq
for some λi P Z`. Moreover if λi ă λi`1 for some i P I, then reiM ‰ 0, which is
also a contradiction. Hence M “Mλ P Cλ with λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq P Pn. This proves
(2). 
The following is the main theorem in this paper.
Theorem 3.3. The map κ in (3.3) when restricted to Mlow gives a bijection
κ : Mlow //
ğ
λPPn
ğ
wPW {Wλ
Bwpλq ˆ pBwpλq .
Proof. For λ P Pn, let Nλ “ pvλ, vλq P N and let Dλ be the connected component
of Nλ in N, which is isomorphic to Bp2λq. By (3.3), κpMλq “ Nλ, and hence
κ|Cλ : Cλ ÝÑ Dλ is an isomorphism. So by Lemma 3.2, it suffices to show that
(3.6) Dλ “
ğ
wPW {Wλ
Bwpλq ˆ pBwpλq.
Let ψ´1λ : Bpλq ÝÑ Bpλq be the isomorphism sending πλ to vλ. By [16, Lemma 2.7],
the map sending π ˚π1 to πbπ1 is an isomorphism from Bpλq˚Bpλq to BpλqbBpλq,
where ˚ denotes the concatenation of paths. So we have a well-defined embedding
of crystal
(3.7) θ : Bp2λq // Bpλq ˚Bpλq .
given by θpπq “ π1 ˚ π2, where π1ptq “ πpt{2q and π2ptq “ πppt` 1q{2q ´ πp1{2q. By
definition of the LS path, we have τpπ1q ě ιpπ2q, and hence by (2.3)
(3.8) θpBp2λqq “
ğ
wPW {Wλ
Bwpλq ˚ pBwpλq.
Since the map sending π to pψ´1λ pπ1q, ψ
´1
λ pπ2qq is an isomorphism from Bp2λq to Dλ,
we obtain (3.6) from (3.8). 
Corollary 3.4. Let Mup be the set of upper triangular matrices in M. The map κ
in (3.3) when restricted to Mup gives a bijection
κ : Mup //
ğ
λPPn
ğ
wPW {Wλ
pBwpλq ˆBwpλq .
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Proof. It follows immediately from the fact that if κpMq “ pb1, b2q for M P M,
then κpM tq “ pb2, b1q. 
Corollary 3.5. The map κ in (3.3) when restricted to Mlow also gives a bijection
κ : Mlow //
ğ
λPPn
ğ
wPW {Wλ
pBwpλq ˆBwpλq .
Proof. It follows from (2.5) and the same argument as in Theorem 3.3. 
Put zi “ e
ǫi P QrP s for 1 ď i ď n. For λ P Pn and w PW , let
Kwλpzq “ chBwpλq, pKwλpzq “ ch pBwpλq,
Kwλpzq “ chBwpλq, pKwλpzq “ ch pBwpλq.
Recall that Kwλpzq (resp. K
wλpzq) is called a Demazure character (resp. opposite
Demazure character), while pKwλpzq (resp. pKwλpzq) is called a Demazure atom (resp.
opposite Demazure atom) [17].
Assume that xi, yj are formal commuting variables for 1 ď i, j ď n. From Theo-
rem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5, we have the following identities.
Corollary 3.6. We have
1ś
1ďjďiďnp1´ xiyjq
“
ÿ
λPPn
ÿ
wPW {Wλ
Kwλpxq pKwλpyq
“
ÿ
λPPn
ÿ
wPW {Wλ
pKwλpxqKwλpyq.
Remark 3.7. By specializing yj “ xj for 1 ď j ď n, Corollary 3.6 also recovers the
Littlewood identity
(3.9)
ź
1ďiďjďn
1
p1´ xixjq
“
ÿ
λPPn
s2λpx1, . . . , xnq,
where sµpx1, . . . , xnq is the Schur polynomial corresponding to µ P Pn.
Now, we recover the expansion of the non-symmetric Cauchy kernel given by
Lascoux in [15, Theorem 6].
Corollary 3.8. We have
1ś
i`jďn`1p1´ xiyjq
“
ÿ
λPPn
ÿ
wPW {Wλ
Kwλpxq pKww0λpyq.
Proof. By replacing xi with xn´i`1 for 1 ď i ď n in Corollary 3.6 and using the
fact that Kwλpxn, . . . , x1q “ Kww0λpx1, . . . , xnq, we have
1ś
i`jďn`1p1´ xiyjq
“
ÿ
λPPn
ÿ
wPW {Wλ
Kww0λpxq
pKwλpyq.
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Finally replacing λ with w0λ yields the identity. 
Remark 3.9. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra, and Aqpgq the quantum coordinate
ring associated to g [8]. Then Aqpgq is a Uqpgq-bimodule and decomposes as follows:
(3.10) Aqpgq –
à
λPP`
Vqpλq b Vqpλq,
where Vqpλq is the irreducible highest weight Uqpgq-module with highest weight λ.
It also has a crystal base, and its crystal is isomorphic to
Ů
λPP`
Bpλq ˆ Bpλq by
(3.10).
Let Hq be the space of highest weight vectors in Aqpgq as a Uqpgq-bimodule. Now,
we regard Aqpgq as a Uqpgq-module where the action is given by Uqpgq
∆
ÝÑ Uqpgq b
Uqpgq ÝÑ EndpAqpgqq with ∆ a comultiplication. Recall that this corresponds to
the diagonal action of G on its coordinate ring where G is the reductive algebraic
group associated to g.
Let Nq be the Uqpgq-submodule of Aqpgq generated by Hq and let Nq be its
crystal. Since Nq is isomorphic to
Ů
λPP`
Bp2λq, the same argument in the proof of
(3.6) shows that there exists a bijection
Nq
//
ğ
λPP`
ğ
wPW {Wλ
Bwpλq ˆ pBwpλq .
4. Continuous crystals and non-symmetric Cauchy kernel
In this section, we extend the result in the previous section to the case of contin-
uous crystals.
4.1. Continuous crystals. Let us review the notion of continuous crystals [2, 3,
12]. Let pA,P_, P,Π_,Πq be the generalized Cartan datum associated to a sym-
metrizable Kac-Moody algebra as in Section 2.
A continuous crystal is a set B together with the maps wt : B Ñ P , εi, ϕi : B Ñ
R Y t´8u and reri : B Ñ B Y t0u for i P I and r P R satisfying the following: for
b P B, i P I, and r P R,
(1) ϕipbq “ xwtpbq, hiy ` εipbq,
(2) εipreri bq “ εipbq ´ r, ϕipreri bq “ ϕipbq ` r, wtpreri bq “ wtpbq ` rαi if reri b P B,
(3) reri0 “ 0, re0i b “ b,
(4) rer`sb “ resireri b for s P R, if reri b P B,
(5) reri b “ 0 when r ‰ 0 and ϕipbq “ ´8.
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For continuous crystals B1 and B2, a tensor product B1bB2 is a continuous crystal,
which is defined to be B1 ˆB2 as a set with elements denoted by b1 b b2, where
wtpb1 b b2q “ wtpb1q ` wtpb2q,
εipb1 b b2q “ maxtεipb1q, εipb2q ´ xwtpb1q, hiyu,
ϕipb1 b b2q “ maxtϕipb1q ` xwtpb2q, hiy, ϕipb2qu,
reri pb1 b b2q “ rer1i b1 b rer2i b2,
for i P I with
r1 “ maxtr, εipb2q ´ ϕipb1qu ´maxt0, εipb2q ´ ϕipb1qu,
r2 “ mintr, εipb2q ´ ϕipb1qu `maxt0, ϕipb1q ´ εipb2qu.
Here we assume that 0b b2 “ b1 b 0 “ 0.
Let C be the set of continuous maps π : r0, 1s ÝÑ h˚R. Let π P C be given. For
i P I, put mi “ inftPr0,1stxπptq, hiyu. For i P I and r P R, we define reriπ P C by
preriπq ptq “ πptq ´min
"
´r, inf
sPrt,1s
xπpsq, hiy ´mi
*
αi,
if ´xπp1q, hiy `mi ď r ď 0, and
preriπq ptq “ πptq ´min
"
0,´r ´mi ` inf
sPr0,ts
xπpsq, hiy
*
αi,
if 0 ď r ď ´mi, and 0 otherwise. Put
wtpπq “ πp1q, εipπq “ ´mi, ϕipπq “ xwtpπq, hiy ` εipπq.
for i P I. Then C is a continuous crystal with respect to wt, εi, ϕi, reri for i P I and
r P R [2, Proposition 3.9]. In this case, we have
εipπq “ maxt r P R` | reriπ ‰ 0 u, ϕipπq “ maxt r P R` | re´ri π ‰ 0 u.(4.1)
Let C “ tλ P h˚R | xλ, hiy ě 0 pi P Iq u be the closure of the Weyl chamber. Let
π P C be a continuous path lying in C, that is, πptq P C for all t P r0, 1s. By (4.1),
we have reriπ “ 0 for i P I and r ą 0. In this case, let us put
(4.2) F pπq “
! rf r1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rf rkik π | k ě 0, i1, . . . ik P I, r1, . . . , rk P R` ) .
Here we denote rf ri “ re´ri for i P I and r P R` by convention.
For π, π1 P C , π ˚ π1 denotes the concatenation of π and π1. Then we have the
following.
Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 4.11 in [2]). The map
C b C // C
π b π1 ✤ // π ˚ π1
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is an isomorphism of continuous crystals.
Now, let us consider an analogue of Lakshmibai-Seshadri (LS) paths for continu-
ous crystals. We keep the notations in Section 2.2. Let λ P C be given. We define
Bpλq to be set of the pairs π “ pν; aq of sequences ν : ν0 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą νs of weights
in Wλ and 0 “ a0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă as “ 1 of real numbers. We regard π as a piecewise
linear function π : r0, 1s ÝÑ h˚R as in (2.6). We put ιpπq “ ν0 and τpπq “ νs. Let
πλ P Bpλq denote the path given by πλptq “ tλ for t P r0, 1s.
Proposition 4.2. Let λ P C be given. The set BpλqY t0u is invariant under reri for
i P I and r P R, and hence Bpλq is a subcrystal of C . Moreover, Bpλq “ F pπλq.
Proof. Following the arguments in [16, Section 4], it is straightforward to check
that Bpλq Y t0u is invariant under reri for i P I and r P R. Suppose that π P Bpλq
is given and π ‰ πλ. Then ιpπq ‰ λ, and xιpπq, hiy ă 0 for some i P I. So we
have εipπq ą 0, which implies that reεipπqi π P Bpλqzt0u. By using induction on
distpιpπq, λq, we conclude that there exist i1, . . . , ik P I and r1, . . . , rk P R` for some
k ě 0 such that rerkik ¨ ¨ ¨ rer1i1 π “ πλ,
which is the unique path in Bpλq lying in C. 
Proposition 4.3. For λ, µ P C, there exists an isomorphism of continuous crystals
Bpλ` µq // F pπλ ˚ πµq
sending πλ`µ to πλ ˚ πµ.
Proof. Let us give a brief sketch of the proof. Suppose that C is equipped with
a metric d given by dpπ, π1q “ suptPr0,1st ||πptq ´ π
1ptq|| u, where || ¨ || is the usual
Euclidean norm on h˚R. For ν P h
˚
Q X C, let BQpνq be the subset of Bpνq such that
r1, . . . , rk in (4.2) are in Q. Then BQpνq is a dense subset of Bpνq with respect to d.
By [2, Propositions 4.2 and 4.3] and [16, Theorem 5.1] one can show that the map
rf r1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rf rkik πλ`µ ÞÝÑ rf r1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rf rkik πλ ˚ πµ
for k ě 0, i1, . . . ik P I, and r1, . . . , rk P R`, is a bijection and hence an isomorphism.
(Another proof for the case when g is of finite type can be found in [2, Theorem
4.11].) 
Corollary 4.4. Let π P C be a piecewise linear path lying in C. Then F pπq – Bpλq
as a continuous crystal where λ “ πp1q.
For λ P C and w P W , we define Bwpλq, pBwpλq, Bwpλq, and pBwpλq in the same
way as in (2.7) and (2.9).
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4.2. Continuous non-symmetric Cauchy kernel. From now on, we assume that
g “ gln as in Section 3.
Let
M “
 
M “ pmijqi,jPrns |mij P R`
(
.
Let M “ pmijqi,jPrns be given. Put
πM “ πM p1q ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ πM pnq P C ,
where πM piq “ pπmniǫn ˚ πmn´1iǫn´1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ πm1iǫ1q for i P rns. For i P I and r P R,
we define reriM to be the unique matrix in M such that reriπM “ πreriM if reriπM ‰ 0,
and reriM “ 0 if reriπM “ 0. We put wtpMq “ wtpπM q, εipMq “ εipπM q, and
ϕipMq “ ϕipπM q for i P I. Then M is a continuous crystal with respect to wt, εi,
ϕi, reri for i P I and r P R.
Similarly, given M P M , we define preri q7M “ `reriM t˘t, wt7pMq “ wtpM tq,
ε
7
ipMq “ εipM
tq, ϕ7ipMq “ ϕipM
tq for i P I, r P R. Then M is also a continu-
ous crystal with respect to wt7, ε7i , ϕ
7
i , preri q7 for i P I and r P R.
As in Proposition 3.1, one can check without difficulty that the operators reri and
presjq7 commute with each other on M for i, j P I and r, s P R, and hence M is a
continuous pgln, glnq-bicrystal.
For λ “
řn
i“1 λiǫi P C, let Mλ “ diagpλ1, . . . , λnq. By Corollary 4.4, we have
F pMλq – Bpλq with respect to reri and preri q7 for i P I and r P R , respectively.
Proposition 4.5 (cf.[3]). There exists an isomorphism of continuous pgln, glnq-
bicrystals
κ : M //
ğ
λPC
Bpλq ˆBpλq,
such that κpMλq “ pπλ, πλq for λ P C, where reri and preri q7 for i P I and r P R act on
the first and second component in Bpλq ˆBpλq, respectively.
Proof. Let M P M be given. As in Proposition 3.1 we can check that there exists
λ P C such that
rerkik ¨ ¨ ¨ rer1i1 resljl ¨ ¨ ¨ res1j1M “Mλ
for some i1, . . . , ik, j1, . . . , jl P I and r1, . . . , rk, s1, . . . , sl P R`. This implies that
M is the union of the connected components of Mλ for λ P C and proves the
decomposition of M as a continuous pgln, glnq-bicrystal. 
Let N “
Ů
λPC Bpλq ˆ Bpλq. We define a continuous crystal structure on N
by identifying pπ, π1q with π b π1. By Proposition 4.5, we can define a continuous
crystal structure on M such that κ : M ÝÑ N is an isomorphism of continuous
crystals.
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Let
M
low “ tM “ pmijq P M |mij “ 0 pi ă jq u .
Then we have the following analogue of Theorem 3.3 for continuous crystals.
Theorem 4.6. The map κ when restricted to M low gives a bijection
κ : M low //
ğ
λPC
ğ
wPW {Wλ
B
wpλq ˆ pBwpλq
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 3.3. We leave the details
to the readers. 
Remark 4.7. Taking the intersection M lowXM in Theorem 4.6 recovers Theorem
3.3.
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